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Nowadays, owing to fast growth in a number of national economies, having especial potential such as 
huge revenues which are resulted result fromby fossil fuels, businesses have boomed and government’s 
revenues have risen/are increased. Because of that conspicuous income, the governments start to invest 
in cities which in turn cause inhabitants’ welfare and sometimes rural areas will be forgotten.

Although economic development seems like a reasonable achievement for countries, the unfair 
distribution of revenue can cause negative effects. Governments, having a high- pace development in 
their economiceconomy, focus to on improve improving life situation in cites and invest in 
infrastructures of the cites such as building sport complexes, developing public transportation as well as 
programing planning to improve health care situations while the rural areas might be forgotten. 

As a result of the above mentioned neglect, the countryside are is not suitable and attractive place for 
living of people especially for the young people who are looking for better life. Because they do not have 
not enough facilities for learning or starting business in comparison with the people who arethose living 
in big cities, as a result, they will immigrate to cities. Genocides crime and poverty are the direct results 
of this exodus. They cannot find a moneymaker moneymaking job and that ensues from have having not 
sufficient skill and which leads them to poor life and crimes.  

Governments have to take/adopt a proper strategies to alleviate those problems such as investing some 
amounts of their raised revenue in the countryside and increase their living standard. Decreasing the 
unemployment, preparing suitable facilities for health and education are some of the necessary actions 
that they can do to reduce/minimize/mitigate this these problems.

All summed up, if the governments who have rapid economic development cannot fairly manage and 
distribute the facilities in all regions of the country and among their citizenship they will be faced with 
many social problems. 

 

  

 


